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Young men and women who enter any branch of the United States Armed Forces (as well as
current service members who want to raise their scores) must take the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), which determines their qualifications for overall military service and
aptitude for specialized training. This set of 450 flash cards prepares test takers with questions
covering all nine ASVAB subtests, including word knowledge, paragraph comprehension, general
science, electronics, shop and automotive information, mechanical comprehension, mathematics
knowledge, and â€œmentallyâ€• assembling rotated objects. Questions are on the front and answers
are on the back of the cards, which measure 4 1/2" x 2 3/4". Cards include a corner punch hole for
the enclosed metal key-ring-style card holder. The ring allows users to arrange the cards in any
sequence that suits their study needs. These flash cards can be used alone or with Barron's ASVAB
test preparation manual.
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So, My high-school aged son is dead set on joining the military. His school offered the ASVAB and
he did well. Unfortunately, the choice MOS' require extremely high ASVAB scores. Knowing that we
went and convinced the recruiter to retest my son. These flashcards as well as the ASVAB study
guide (another brand) helped immensely! My son's retake did the trick by teaching him in subject
areas where he had no previous exposure such as electronics and automotive. Money well spent!If
you find my review helpful, please let me know by using the voting buttons. Thank you.

Used these flashcards as well as a test prep book and qualified for EVERY job in the Navy. These
cards have a ton of neat info on them and even took them on a road trip to have a game to play.
Would definitely recommend to any individual preparing o take the ASVAB. I scored higher then all
the girls I tested with, they had stated that they didn't study for the test- Terrible idea, this test helps
determine what jobs you qualify for so YOU NEED TO PREPARE!!

These flash cards are great! Each of the subjects explain the answer very well to make sure you
actually understand it. The one subject I needed (Word Knowledge) has more than 150 flash cards
made for it, so I am very satisfied!

The package come in nice condition. I feel it worth the money after i look inside the box ( lots to
learn ). Plus the box is really nice it is not a typical thin box, it is solid and can be fold.Thanks Terry

I passed this product on to a friend who is a truck driver who hopes to join the Military in the near
future. He related to me that he loves the study material, as it offers him the flexibility to study on the
run.

Clear questions that are organized nicely- what more could a mom helping her son want!?! We use
about 10 a day to review to prep for the test. We also checked out the companion book from the
library- much needed in my opinion to give more indepth information on the subject areas. We are a
military family of 22 years, but I was surprised by the test, having only done the SAT prior myself.
Test prep will held you / your student obtain higher scores which opens up many more job
opportunities in any branch of the Armed Forces. Good product!

As I expected, my nephew joining the military used the flashcards as much as the book, so this was
an important purchase.

These increased my son's score over 50 points. And my son HATES to study! but he LOVED these
cards
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